[Aplasia cutis congenita: Update and management].
Congenital skin aplasia, or aplasia cutis congenita (ACC) is a rare congenital disease. It is characterized by the absence of skin at birth, localized or widespread, of one or several areas. This condition commonly involve the scalp but can also involve more rarely the trunk or limbs. However it is most frequently an isolated disorder, it can be associated with other anomalies, such as the Adams-Oliver syndrome, the association with a fetus papyraceus or with an epidermolysis bullosa. Many hypothesis have been suggested: vascular, genetic, traumatic, pharmacological or an anomaly in the neural tube closure process, but the exact mechanism is still unknown. Morbidity and mortality of this malformation depends on the affected area and the size of the defect. The main risk is the infection, hemorrhage and thrombosis in the case of a scalp defect with an underlying bone defect, the exposure of the meninges and the superior sagittal sinus. The initial management of ACC will therefore involve several plastic surgery techniques, from more simple to more complex, using conservative wound care to flaps techniques. Other techniques can be performed later, in the management of ACC sequelae, such as skin expansion for scarring alopecia.